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Abstract: This paper presents two different possible implementations of Real Time Location System (RTLS)
of blind object using Zigbee network. The first implementation involves the Received Signal Strength Indicator
(RSSI) and triangulation based approach to localize the blind object using RSSI to distance conversion in real
time within indoor specified area using Zigbee network. The second approach used for localization is the zone
based location system of blind object using Zigbee network infrastructure within indoor or outdoor
environments. Both approach’s results are then compared and analyzed to conclude the better approach for
the localization of blind object in real time using Zigbee network. XBee modules from Digi International are used
as for the Zigbee wireless network. The application made in visual C# to perform triangulation calculations and
to display and store blind object’s location inside the database system.
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INTRODUCTION localization inside hospital premises in critical situations

 Real time location system allows us to track the
objects and their location in real time. This is usually done Zone Based RTLS: Zone based method is usually
by wireless sensor networks. Zigbee network (802.15.4) successful in indoor locations where localization is
allows us to perform localization of objects using cost needed to be accurate to the room level accuracy. In zone
effective wireless technology. Several implementations based RTLS we have devised a method to perform
has been done for the localization of the objects that localization of blind object by dividing the area into the
includes time difference of arrival (TDOA), angle of arrival specified zones. Each reader’s gain (XBee module) can be
(AOA) [1], RSSI based approach [2] and zoning method adjusted so that it will receive signals from the blind
[3] for localization of blind object. In TDOA localization nodes only within its said zone. In case if the blind tag is
the object is done by comparing each signal’s arrival time. being read by the two different readers then localization
So if a sender’s distance changes between different decision is based on comparing the respective RSSI
collectors or readers, the reader that is closest to that values obtained, since a hindrance of a wall or partition
sender will receive the signal earlier before the second decrees the RSSI value of the reader that is relatively far
reader that is relatively far from the first reader. So the from the reader where the bling tag is actually placed.
difference in the arrival time of signals divided by the
speed of light can lead us to calculate the difference RSSI Based RTLS: In RSSI based method of location
between sender and the readers, so sender’s location can system, the location of blind object is calculated by using
be calculated. In AOA method of localization the blind low cost tags attached to the blind objects. In RSSI based
object is localized by taking in account the angle method localization is performed using RSSI values
measurements of receiving signal, thus gives information obtained from the reader modules. In our devised method
of two different angles from two different readers to create indoor location of blind object can be found by measuring
a triangle. So the position can be calculated using the  respective RSSI from two different reader nodes.
triangulation   method.   RTLS  [4]    has    many   practical Then converting these RSSI values into distance using
applications in many key industries like doctors or nurses samples taken before the localization performed.

where it is difficult to find them.
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Fig. 1: Zone Based Location View

Fig. 2: Average RSSI samples taken

Methodology: Zone based localization involves the
objects to be located are equipped with active Zigbee
(XBee) modules having a unique identification number.
Every zone is equipped with a reader to read the active tag
within its said zone. Every reader has a unique
identification number, whose gain is tuned in such a way
that it can read the tags within its specified zone (room).
So when a tag is read by the reader, it transmits its
information to base node. This information contains a
couple of identification numbers i.e. tags id number and
reader’s id number. So when this information is received
to base node there runs an algorithm which estimates the
tag’s location according to the Id number of reader, i.e. it
has information about the reader that in which room
(zone) it is installed. So when tag moves in different zones
each reader reads it and sends the information to base
node, so tag location is known as well as tag’s
information is also known according to the application
area.

In RSSI based method our heart of localization is the
triangulation technique shown in Figure 3 used for the
indoor localization of the object. In our proposed method
we have deployed two indoor readers for the performing
triangulation algorithm. The two readers will receive a

beacon from the blind node. The reader will then calculate
the Received Signal Strength (RSS) of their respective
received beacon. A lookup table is formed by taking
samples of RSSI on per feet basis. Then equation is
derived by logarithmic curve fitting as shown in Figure1.
Then respective RSSI is matched with the look up table of
samples taken before.

 Following are the calculations to find the coordinates
of blind node using triangulation.

y  = y (1)1 2

x  + x  = a (2)1 2

cosØ = x  / h (3)1 1 1

cosØ = x / h (4)2 2 2

sinØ = y / h (5)1 1 1

sinØ = y / h (6)2 2 2

cos  Ø  sin  Ø = 1 (7)2 2
1 + 1

cos  Ø + sin  Ø = 1 (8)2 2
2 2

(9)

x  + y  = h (10)1 1 1
2 2 2

Similarly

x  + y  = h (11)2 2 2
2 2 2

from (1)

x  + y  = h (12)2 1 2
2 2 2

By taking absolute difference
From (9) and (11)

| x  - x | = | h  - h | (13)1 2 1 2
2 2 2 2

| (x  + x  x  - x  = | h  - h | (14)1 2) ( 1 2) | 1 2
2 2

Put value from (2)

x  - x  = | h  - h | / a (15)( 1 2) 1 2
2 2
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Adding (15) and (2)

x  = (a + | h  - h |) / 2a (16)1 1 2
2 2 2

put in (2)

x  = a – x (17)2 1

from (4)

(18)

y = y (19)2 1

One assumption to be made that value obtained from
readers to be taken as absolute value as there are two This paper present two different implementations of
readers that are deployed inside room, that convert the the localization methods used to locate blind object in real
respective distance into two radii of circles. Two circles time using Zigbee network. Zone based localization gives
intersect inside and outside the boundary as well, so we better result than RSSI based localization but add a cost
have to consider only the intersecting points inside the to the system, since it require large network of readers to
room for localization inside the room. be deployed in an indoor environment. For the

Test Results: The  illustrated  method  is  implemented results are superior to the RSSI based methods.
and tested using DigiInternational XBee s1 modules. Triangulation is used for locating the things in real time.
Blind nodes were equipped with XBee tags and two fixed But this method has its limitations i.e. RSSI of packet is
nodes were installed at the premises. Figure 4 shows the affected by various factors e.g. reflection of signals from
status of collector nodes and the tag nodes with their walls, floors, doors and different materials. Furthermore
respective RSSI. destructive interference between different tags signals

A C# application developed to show the location of also affect the RSSI values obtained at each reader.
the blind object on a grid. Two fixed nodes are attached to Zone based method is thus superior to the RSSI
room corners at a fixed distance and the blind object is based methods. It provide room level accuracy to trace
shown with a red spot in Figure 5. the objects in real time so it can be deployed in many

So the each blind object can be identified individually places where localization of objects and persons is a
since each blind tag will send a unique ID number to the critical problem like hospitals, faculty positioning system,
reader so they can be identified individually on the basis inventory management systems etc.
of their respective RSSI values and triangulation results.

Fig. 1: RSSI information database values pp: 305-31.

Fig. 2: C# application Interface to show location

CONCLUSION

requirement of room level accuracy zone based method
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